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Current Challenges Facing Traditional Media

1. Ever-changing consumer behaviors

2. Demand to balance new and old 
(retain/attain)

3. Increasing need for revenue diversification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ever-changing consumer behaviorsAs today’s media consumers trend younger, they are increasingly turning to digital platformsDemand to balance new and old (retain/attain)While the shift to digital is fast and sure among younger demographics, legacy audiences are slower to convertThis pushes traditional media to strike a delicate balance of maintaining traditional models while expanding into new digital models—a tricky combinationIncreasing need for revenue diversificationWith the shift to digital, traditional print/broadcast revenue models are no longer sustainable on their ownThis creates another challenge: deciding on a digital revenue model



Why an integrated approach is necessary

1. Advertisers know consumers are turning 
increasingly towards digital platforms

2. Multi-channel marketing is now the 
norm, not the exception

3. Businesses are looking for all-in-one 
solutions

If you are not offering your businesses a digital solution they will 
find a partner who does – additional partners will recommend 

shifting print to digital to get a larger share of the budget. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. They need solutions that offer both traditional and digital solutions.2. Advertisers are being bombarded from all directions with the message that their marketing programs must be multi-channel. Many have already diversified their strategies.3. For many businesses, the burden of purchasing marketing/advertising solutions from multiple sources is too much. Give them everything they need all in one place.4. By offering digital advertising in your portfolio you can control the migration from print to digital



Case Study: Lessons from a 
100 year-old print publisher



In 1910, entrepreneur Loren 
M. Berry started The Berry 
Company to support and 

promote small businesses in 
various directories. 

Case Study: The beginning



Case Study: Declining trends in print use

Concurrent with declining 
print directory usage was a 

rapid ushering in of new 
digital trends in local search. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When talking about print decline, you can verbally address the fact that print directory usage was on the decline even before 2002 and thus was even further of a drop than illustrated in this graph. 
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Case Study: Rapidly evolving needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Left: Traditionally, SMBs’ concerns that impacted their company’s health were limited to simple and controllable factorsRight: Today, even a local pizzeria with 5 employees must deal with a host of new challenges that were previously unimaginable
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Case Study: Rapidly evolving needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Left: Traditionally, SMBs’ concerns that impacted their company’s health were limited to simple and controllable factorsRight: Today, even a local pizzeria with 5 employees must deal with a host of new challenges that were previously unimaginable



Legacy of print-centric revenue

Advent of online directories and 
dominance of digital marketing

Threatened business model

+

=

Case Study: The Challenge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Challenge: With a legacy built on the backbone of print-centric revenue, the advent of online directories and the increasing dominance of digital marketing ushered in threatened The Berry Company’s business model.



 Find a way to fulfill digital demands 
driven by the market

 Maintain a still-useful print product 
offering 

 Ultimately offset print revenue losses 
with digital revenue growth. 

Case Study: The Plan



Acquisitions of Platforms, 
People and Technology:

Case Study: The Approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2011 Vivial began building an integrated digital marketing platform, enhancing the Company’s value proposition through owned technologySince 2012, Vivial has made 10 acquisitions to accelerate the development of the digital marketing platform 



Acquisitions of Platforms, 
People and Technology:

Case Study: The Approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2011 Vivial began building an integrated digital marketing platform, enhancing the Company’s value proposition through owned technologySince 2012, Vivial has made 10 acquisitions to accelerate the development of the digital marketing platform 

http://vivial.net/solutions/marketing-platform/


• Developed best in class digital training and tools
• Created a fully-integrated portfolio of marketing 

solutions
• 40% digital revenue growth since 2014

• Created entrenched customer relationships
• 80% client retention

• Identified and capitalized on growth opportunities
20172014

40%
Growth

Case Study: The Results

Revenue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking points for stats:This allowed us to position reps well to showcase their digital acumen with clients and customersTalk about platform, etc.Talk about combined DIY/DIFM model, and can also mention improvement of 6 times in our NPS scoreSuch as growth in existing customer base and white space markets resulting in increased customer retention



Understand when and how to develop new capabilities on your own, when to purchase 
3rd party services, and when to partner with an expert.

Success Tips: Managing an integrated approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understand that transformation is a process, not an instantaneous change.Start with changes that have the biggest impact on revenue with the smallest impact on cost.Make changes/decisions that are driven by your market’s needs.Balance old and new: The transition to digital must gradually fold in new technologies while continuing to support traditional ones.



As a Premier 
Partner, Vivial 
receives training and 
support from 
Google’s partner 
team, resulting in 
more benefits for 
customers.

Marketing Tech 
Insights ranked Vivial 
as a Top 10 SEO 
Solution Provider, 
based on its 
comprehensive 
content, website and 
search offerings.

Top rated tool SMBs 
can use to manage 
social media instead 
of relying on an 
agency to manage 
accounts. 

Top 10 App for local 
businesses to 
manage and 
optimize their online 
marketing presence. 

Vivial offices 
throughout the U.S. 
have been honored, 
year after year, as a 
Best Place to Work. 

Our reputation speaks for itself.

Top 10 App for 
Local BusinessTop Social Media 

Tool



Questions
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